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This coverage applies only to the vehicle(s) for which this endorsement is listed on the Declarations page.
Under PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR, Coverage F - Comprehensive, and Coverage G Collision, the following is added:
We will also pay for repair or replacement of customized equipment up to a total of $1,000 for any
one loss event. Multiple items of customized equipment lost or damaged in the same event are
considered to be one loss.
The following definition is added to PART IV - DAMAGE TO YOUR CAR, Additional Definitions
Used In This Part Only:
Customized equipment means any furnishings or equipment, which is permanently attached to your
insured car and common to its use, which is not the vehicle's factory available furnishings or equipment.
This includes, but is not limited to:
a. any video, electronic sound reproducing or transmitting equipment, and its component parts, media and
data, including but not limited to DVD, Game System or MP3 player;
b. any painted, chrome or finished surface, whether refinished in whole or in part, of any automobile
insured under this Part where the claim exceeds the cost of duplicating the vehicle's factory applied
surface finish;
c. tires, wheels, rims, spinners, grilles, louvers, side pipes, hood scoops or spoilers or any exterior surface,
body or exhaust equipment, or modification thereto, which exceeds the cost of repairing or replacing
the vehicle's factory available equipment;
d. any engine, transmission or suspension parts, or modification thereto, which exceeds the cost of
repairing or replacing the vehicle's factory available equipment;
e. GPS navigational systems;
f. special carpeting, insulation, wall paneling, furniture or bars;
g. facilities for cooking or sleeping including enclosures or bathroom facilities;
h. height-extending roofs; or
i. custom murals, paintings or other decals or graphics.
Under Additional Definitions Used In This Part Only, 2., loss is deleted and replaced with:
2. Loss means direct and accidental loss of or damage to your insured car, including its customized
equipment.

This endorsement is part of your policy. It supersedes and controls anything to the contrary. It is otherwise
subject to all other terms of the policy.
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